Blue Prism and Oracle Further Extend Integrations to
Fuel New Digital Workforce Capabilities
Integrating Blue Prism’s Digital Workforce with Oracle’s Leading Cloud Applications Allows for Increased
Efficiency and Operational Agility

Sydney, AUSTRALIA – September 17, 2019—Blue Prism (AIM: PRSM), a leader in Robotic Process Automation (RPA), and Oracle have announced
enhanced integrations to deliver advanced RPA, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine-learning technology for business critical enterprise
applications. This integration of Blue Prism’s connected-RPA platform with Oracle’s solutions creates a Digital Workforce that can optimise workloads
to accelerate the speed and accuracy of data integration, aggregation and analysis—at scale. Blue Prism is a Gold level member of Oracle
PartnerNetwork (OPN). Smart businesses want to deploy intelligent automation; however, legacy systems and bolt-on strategies can derail even the
best-laid plans. Blue Prism’s connected-RPA provides easy access to AI, cognitive technologies and intelligent automation skills that mimic human
capabilities. Further, Blue Prism’s Digital Workforce offers quick connections to cutting-edge technologies, giving organisations power of choice and a
means for sustainable digital transformation.

Integrating Blue Prism’s connected-RPA platform with Oracle’s leading cloud applications

can help increase efficiency, while promoting strict adherence to operational processes. With security, scalability and performance prioritised,
businesses powering this new workforce can leverage the following enterprise benefits: World-class Security: Blue Prism’s Veracode security level is
Verified Continuous— the highest level of the Verified program. Reduced Operational Cost: Run your business in a more cost-effective way with rapid
automation of manual, rules-based, back office administrative processes. Improved Accuracy: Eliminate human error and reduce costly mistakes.
Increased Customer Satisfaction: Improve customer experiences, with faster, smarter outcomes. Amplified Growth and Productivity: Deliver new
services quickly and affordably. Proven Competitive Advantage: Integrate innovative technologies and stay ahead of the competition with faster, more
complete digital transformation. “Organisations across all industries and verticals are consistently looking for ways to increase operational agility and
seamlessly execute on business processes,” says Jon Walden, CTO, Americas for Blue Prism. “Integrating Blue Prism’s Digital Workforce with
Oracle’s leading cloud applications now equips our new workforce with the tools they need to focus on high-value tasks and create a smarter, more
efficient and more collaborative workflow.” Blue Prism works closely with Oracle Health Sciences and Oracle Financial Services organisations to
combine deep domain industry expertise with innovative automations to solve the most complex business problems facing global industries. For
example, the integration of Blue Prism’s Intelligent Digital Workforce with Oracle Health Sciences Data Management Workbench helps pharmaceutical
companies streamline their data aggregation, cleaning, and delivery so study teams can make better decisions in clinical trials and bring new,
innovative treatments to market faster and more safely. Similarly, its integration with Oracle Financial Services Financial Crime and Compliance
Management solutions helps banks tackle critical anti-money laundering issues that help stop the funding of major crimes such as human trafficking
and terrorism. “One of the biggest challenges facing our customers today is the increasing quantity and complexity of clinical trial data. Traditional
clinical data management practices involve manual, repetitive data aggregation, cleaning and provisioning activities that cannot scale to meet the
demands of today’s clinical trials. Our collaboration with Blue Prism facilitates automation in Data Management Workbench, providing pharmaceutical
companies with real-time access to a complete and trustworthy picture of their clinical trial data, so they can make critical decisions more quickly and
easily,” says Jim Streeter, VP Life Sciences Product Strategy, Oracle Health Sciences. To find out more about how this partnership can help drive
intelligent automation initiatives forward click here or visit booth 1800 this week at Oracle OpenWorld. For information about BluePrism and Oracle
Financial Services see previous news announcement here.

About Blue Prism In this digital era where start-ups are constantly disrupting markets,

only the most agile and innovative enterprises survive and thrive. At Blue Prism, we pioneered Robotic Process Automation (RPA), emerging as the
trusted and secure intelligent automation choice for the Fortune 500 and the public sector. Now we bring you connected-RPA supported by the Digital
Exchange (DX) app store—marrying internal entrepreneurship with the power of crowdsourced innovation. Blue Prism’s connected-RPA can
automate and perform mission critical processes, allowing your people the freedom to focus on more creative, meaningful work. More than 1,500
global customers leverage Blue Prism’s Digital Workforce deployed in the cloud or on premises as well as through the company’s Thoughtonomy
SaaS offering, empowering their people to automate billions of transactions while returning hundreds of millions of hours of work back to the business.
Visit www.blueprism.com to learn more about Blue Prism (AIM: PRSM). Follow Blue Prism on Twitter @blue_prism and on LinkedIn. About Oracle
PartnerNetwork Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN) is Oracle&#39;s partner program that provides partners with a differentiated advantage to develop, sell
and implement Oracle solutions. OPN offers resources to train and support specialised knowledge of Oracle’s products and solutions and has evolved
to recognise Oracle’s growing product portfolio, partner base and business opportunity. Key to the latest enhancements to OPN is the ability for
partners to be recognised and rewarded for their investment in Oracle Cloud. Partners engaging with Oracle will be able to differentiate their Oracle
Cloud expertise and success with customers through the OPN Cloud program – an innovative program that complements existing OPN program levels
with tiers of recognition and progressive benefits for partners working with Oracle Cloud. To find out more visit: www.oracle.com/partners. ### Media
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